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Domain Relational Calculus

1. The names of all deserts that are located (completely or partially) in
African countries. You may use the constant ’Africa’.

{Name| ∃ Code(geoDesert(Name,Code, ) ∧ encompasses(Code, ’Africa’, ))}

2. The codes, names, and capitals of all countries with at least one mountain
and one island.

{Code,Name,Capital| country(Code,Name,Capital, , , )∧
geoIsland( ,Code, )∧
geoMountain( ,Code, )}

3. The names of all religions that are the most popular ones in at least three
countries.

{Religion| ∃ C1,C2,C3,P1,P2,P3(religion(C1,Religion,P1)∧
religion(C2,Religion,P2) ∧ religion(C3,Religion,P3)∧
C1 6= C2 ∧ C1 6= C3 ∧ C3 6= C2∧
¬∃ PP1(religion(C1, ,PP1) ∧ PP1 > P1)∧
¬∃ PP2(religion(C2, ,PP2) ∧ PP2 > P2)∧
¬∃ PP3(religion(C3, ,PP3) ∧ PP3 > P3))}

4. Pairs of country names that do not share with each other at least one
of the following: border, language, religion. Does your DRC expression
return a symmetric binary relation?

{Name1,Name2| ∃ Code1,Code2(

country(Code1,Name1, , , , ) ∧ country(Code2,Name2, , , , )∧
(¬(borders(Code1,Code2, ) ∨ borders(Code2,Code1, ))∨
¬∃ Language(language(Code1,Language, ) ∧ language(Code2,Language, ))∨
¬∃ Religion(religion(Code1,Religion, ) ∧ religion(Code2,Religion, ))))}

The expression returns a symmetric relation, because if the formula is
TRUE for the pair of countries (Name1, Name2), it’s also TRUE for the
pair (Name2, Name1).

5. Determine if the following DRC expressions are correct. If the expression
is correct translate it to natural language. If the expression is not correct
indicate all mistakes.
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(a) The DRC expression is not correct, because the variable ’Area’ is
neither returned nor quantified.

{Desert| desert(Desert,Area, ) ∧ Area > 100}

(b) The DRC expression is not correct because the variables ’Code’ and
’Name’ are returned as results and quantified. Also the predicate
country(Code,Name, , , > 1000, ) may not have the predicate >
1000 inside, but only terms and anonymous variable ’ ’.

{Code,Name| ∃ Code,Name,Lake

(country(Code,Name, , , > 1000, ) ∧ geoLake(Lake,Code, ))}

(c) The DRC expression is correct. Natural language interpretation: the
names of all countries with exactly two official languages.

{Name| ∃ Code,L1,L2

(country(Code,Name, , , , ) ∧ language(Code,L1, )∧
language(Code,L2, ) ∧ L1 6= L2∧
¬∃L3(language(Code,L3, ) ∧ L3 6= L1 ∧ L3 6= L2))}

(d) The DRC expression is correct. Natural language interpretation: the
codes of all countries together with all non-capital provinces.

{Code,Province| province(Province,Code, , , , )∧
¬country(Code, , ,Province, , )}

(e) The DRC expression is not correct, because it’s not domain indepen-
dent. There are exists infinite number of values of variable ’Code’,
which satisfy to the formula.

{Code| ¬language(Code, ’English’, )}
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